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ABSTRACT  

The elevated water tank consists of tank supported by staging system composed of columns, braces and 

foundations. Elevated water tanks have generally performed well in seismic zones. However large number of 

tank collapses has been observed during earthquakes from, as early as the San Francisco earthquake (1906) to 

the Bhuj earthquake (2001). The observed damage in recent earthquakes shows that, it is necessary to choose 

new methods for improvement while designing the structures. In many earthquake prone countries, buildings as 

well as water tanks are continuously being retrofitted or constructed with control devices to reduce stresses, 

displacements and base shear during seismic activity. A good understanding of the seismic behaviour of these 

structures is necessary in order to meet up safety objectives while containing construction and maintenance 

costs.  

In this paper, circular and rectangular elevated water tank with different water levels are considered for study. 

The static and dynamic analyses of time history were performed on the tanks. The different cases depending on 

water levels as 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% were studied. In this project base shear variation, time period 

for different mode shapes, time history for different earthquakes were calculated by using SAP2000.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Bhuj earthquake of 26 January, 2001 in Gujarat, India caused the major destruction of medium-rise and 

high-rise structures. After this earthquake, many questions ascended about our professional practices, building 

by-laws, construction materials, and education for civil engineers and architects. In addition to this current 

Indian codes do not address the evaluation of seismic resistance of existing structure standard, which may not 

have been designed for earthquake forces.  

In light of these facts, it is necessary to seismically evaluate the structures with the present knowledge to avoid 

the major destruction during the earthquakes in future. Seismic safety of liquid storage tanks is of considerable 

importance because water storage tanks should remain functional in the post earthquake period to ensure potable 

water supply to earthquake affected regions and to cater the need for fire fighting. Industrial liquid containing 

tanks may contain highly toxic and inflammable liquids and these tanks should not lose their contents during the 

earthquake. Liquid storage tanks are mainly of two types, ground supported tanks and elevated tanks. Elevated 

tanks are mainly used for water supply schemes and they could be supported on RCC shaft, RCC or steel frame, 

or masonry pedestal. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

Design of new tanks and safety evaluation of existing tanks should be carried out with a high level of accuracy 

because the failure of such structures, particularly during an earthquake, may be disastrous. In order to make 

sure that the water tank design is capable to withstand any earthquake loads like overturning moment and base 

shear, therefore the needs of detailed investigation of fluid structure interaction must be taken into account. The 

movement and response of the water towards the wall structure may create an effect to the fundamental 

frequency of elevated tank. There are many techniques to handle the dynamic response of elevated concrete 

water reservoir. Most elevated tanks are never completely filled with liquid. Hence a two-mass idealization of 

the tank is more appropriate as compared to a one mass idealization, which was used in IS 1893: 1984. Two 

mass model for elevated tank was proposed by [Housner 1] and is being commonly used in most of the 

international codes.  

The number of elements should be such as to capture the variation of stiffness and mass of system. A minimum 

of five beam elements should in general be sufficient. For axisymmetric finite elements shall be used. The 

column elements for structure varying as the shape of container varies but the capacity of reservoir is same 

throughout.  

The study is carried out on reinforced concrete reservoirs. Elevated reservoir was modeled as having fixed base 

in absence of soil structure interaction. The elevated reservoir with varying shapes with different water levels is 

analyzed. 

The work presented in the paper is directed towards analyzing the elevated reservoir by finite element method, as 

it is most efficient method available today for analysis. This method can be used for analysis of having any 

combinations and type of loading. Taking into account these facts, the following objectives have been put 

forward. 

1] To compare the static and dynamic response of elevated reservoir. 

2] To develop the dynamic analysis is nothing but elaboration of first objective. The elevated reservoirs are 

analyzed for dynamic time history analysis for Bhuj earthquake for changing geometry of reservoir such as 

circular and rectangular. 

3] After verification of results, nonlinear dynamic analysis of elevated service reservoir by time history method 

procedure is carried out by using SAP2000 V16.2.4, for ascertaining the seismic capacity of structure by 

considering changes in water levels such as for tank empty condition, 25%, 50%, 75% water levels, for tank full 

condition. 

III. STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION 

 

Elevated reinforced concrete water tanks of both circular and rectangular shaped having same capacity of water 

are to be analyzed. The tank is located in Pune district which is having ordinary moment resisting frame. The 

height of container is 5.2m up to slab top of container. For circular shape diameter is 28m. The staging of 

structure contains 49 No. of columns of 550 mm dia. Also braces top to top are 4 m. Find out the behaviour of 

tank for different water levels and for different shapes such as circular and rectangular. Also compare between 
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the values of seismic forces and find out required strength of structure to maintain tank in working condition or 

satisfy. Time history for Bhuj earthquake is considered. Time history data for Bhuj earthquake is applied to the 

particular structure. Fig. 1 shows the view of elevated circular and rectangular reservoir. Both the reservoirs have 

same capacity of water present in it. The following fig. 1 shows the 3D view of elevated reservoirs. 

1. Grade of concrete is M 25. 

2. Grade of steel is Fe 500. 

3. Density of concrete is 25 kN/m
3
. 

 

Figure 1 View of elevated circular and rectangular reservoir 

IV. RESULTS 

 

CASE I – Analysis of elevated circular reservoir 

 In this case I, analysis of elevated circular reservoir is carried out. There are five cases in case I which are 

varying on water level in the reservoir. The base shear variation for each case for time history is described. The 

ground motion data selected for time history analysis for Bhuj earthquake.  

 

Figure 2 Comparison of combined maximum base shear  
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It is observed from fig. 2, that maximum base shear for elevated circular reservoir for time history analysis. 

Figure shows % of water level on x direction. The maximum base shear of every water level increases on an 

average 10-15 % from 0 to 100 at every 25% water level. 

Case I - Time period for different mode shapes for elevated circular reservoir 

For elevated circular reservoir time period for different mode shapes at different water level is discussed. 

Where mode shapes are on x axis while time period on y axis. 

 

Figure 3 Comparison of time period for different water levels 

The above fig. 3 shows the graph for time period variation in seconds on y- axis, while number of mode shapes 

with respect to percentage of water level on x- axis. The figure shows for mode shape 1 gives values for time 

period for all water levels. For first mode time period for full water level is increases by 18.75% than water 

empty condition. Also for mode 2, time period for tank full condition is increases by 17.27% than tank empty 

condition. 

Case I - Comparison of displacement for elevated circular reservoir for tank empty and full 

The figure 4 shows the comparison of displacement for reservoir full and empty condition 

                          

Figure 4 Comparison of displacement for reservoir full and empty case 

It is observed from figure 4, that the time history graph for displacement with respect to time. The graph shows 

displacement on y axis while time on x axis. The figure shows difference of displacement between reservoir full 

and empty condition. The maximum displacement for tank full case is 4.5 cm while maximum displacement for 

tank empty case is 2.2 cm. The difference in displacement between tank full and tank empty conditions is 

48.88%. 
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Comparison of displacement for reservoir 25%  and 75% full case- 

 

Figure 5 Comparison of displacement for reservoir 25% and 75% full case 

It is observed from figure 5 that the comparison of displacement for reservoir 25% and 75% full cases. The 

displacement for tank 25% full case is maximum by 30.95% than that of tank 75 % full case. 

Comparison of displacement for reservoir 50%  and reservoir  full case- 

 

Figure 6 Comparison of displacement for reservoir 50% and 100% full case 

The figure 6 shows displacement in meter on y axis while time in seconds on x axis. The maximum 

displacement for reservoir full case is 4.5 cm while the maximum displacement for reservoir 50% full case is 3.4 

cm. The displacement for reservoir full case is maximum by 24.44% than that of tank 50% full case. 

CASE II – Analysis of elevated rectangular reservoir  

In this case II, analysis of elevated rectangular reservoir is carried out. There are five cases in case I which are 

varying on water level in the reservoir. The ground motion data selected for time history analysis for Bhuj 

earthquake. 

The figure 7 shows the comparison of combined maximum base shear for all water levels. 
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Figure 7 Comparison of combined maximum base shear 

It is observed from figure 7 that maximum base shear for elevated rectangular reservoir for time history 

analysis. Figure shows % of water level on x direction and base shear in kN on y axis. The maximum base shear 

of every water level increases on an average 20 % from 0 to 100 at every 25% water level. The value of 

maximum base shear for tank empty condition is less than 45.46% than that of tank full condition. 

Case II - Time period for different mode shapes for elevated rectangular reservoir 

For elevated rectangular reservoir time period for different mode shapes at different water level is discussed. 

Where mode shapes are on x axis while time period on y axis. 

 

Figure 8 Comparison of time period for different water levels 

It is observed from figure 8 that the mode shape 1 gives values for time period for all water levels. For first mode 

time period for full water level is increases by 11.90% than water empty condition. Also for mode 2, time period 

for tank full condition is increases by 12.81%  than tank empty condition.   

 Case – II Comparison of displacement for elevated rectangular reservoir 

The figure 9 shows the displacement for time history analysis for tank full and empty conditions.  
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Figure 9 Comparison of displacement for reservoir full and empty condition 

It is observed from figure 9 time history graph for displacement with respect to time. The graph shows 

displacement on y axis while time on x axis. The figure shows difference of displacement between reservoir full 

and empty condition. The maximum displacement for tank full case is 4.9 cm while maximum displacement for 

tank empty case is 2.5 cm. 

Displacement for reservoir 25%  and 75% full case- 

The figure 10 shows the comparison of displacements in tank 25% and 50% full water levels.    

 

Figure 10 Comparison of displacement for reservoir 25% and 75% full case 

It is observed from figure 10, comparison of displacement for reservoir 25% and 75% full cases. The 

displacement for tank 25% full case is maximum by 31.11% than that of tank 75 % full case. 

Displacement for reservoir 50%  and reservoir  full case- 

The figure 11 shows the comparison of displacements in tank half and full water conditions. 
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Figure 11 Comparison of displacement for reservoir 50% and 100% full case 

It is observed from figure 11 that displacement in meter on y axis while time in seconds on x axis. The 

maximum displacement for reservoir full case is 4.9 cm while the maximum displacement for reservoir 50% full 

case is 3.9 cm. The displacement for reservoir full case is maximum by 20.40% than that of tank 50% full case. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

1. From base shear variation with respect to time for time history for Bhuj, it is concluded that as water level 

increases base shear for tank is also increases. By considering the geometry of tank as capacity of both circular 

and rectangular tank is same the base shear for circular reservoir is more than rectangular reservoir for every 

water level.  

2. From combined results of time period variation for rectangular reservoir it is observed that, time period 

variation for 100% filled water level  is greater than 0% water level. As water level increases time period for 

respective reservoir increases.  

3. From the displacement of circular  tank it is observed that, for reservoir empty condition displacement is 

minimum while for full reservoir displacement is maximum. Displacement for circular reservoir is minimum 

than that of rectangular reservoir.  

4. Combined comparison of time period variation with mode shapes can be done in circular as well as 

rectangular reservoir for considering all water levels as 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%. From which we observed 

that time period variation in rectangular reservoir is maximum than time period variation in circular reservoir. 

From graphs it is observed that as water level in the reservoir increases time period also increases. 
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